
MANAGEMENT OF VOLUNTARY ORGANISATIONS

Host voluntary organisations will be run by a management committee,
rather than by an individual. The composition and structure of the
committee will vary from organisation to organisation , but their
legal obligations will remain the same. This Is a very brief run through
of the kinds of legal obligations that an organisation may encounter, and
ways In which the management committee can deal with them.

Legal Obi iqations

1) Debts

Every time an organisation orders any goods or materials or asks someone to
do a job for them, then it creates a debt i.e. it owes money to someone
for the materials or the work. Unless the organisation has Its own separate
legal identity (see later ), then all the members of the organisation, or the
committee , will be personally liable for the debts, just as if they were
running a business. This will not matter when the organisation has plenty
of money to pay its debts, but problems can arise when the money runs out or is
reduced.

The way round this problem is to create a separate legal Identity for the
organisation and limit the liability of its members in some way.

2) Group Activities

The members or the committee of an organisation will also be responsible for
any activities of the organisation e.g. 1f it organises a playscheme or offers
advice, and anyone suffers loss or is Injured because of it, then the committee
or the members will be responsible. One way round this is of course to insure
against any claim , and most groups will be aware of this and will take out
insurance.

But insurance can cause problems if e.g. the group doesn't read the small
print on the insurance policy or doesn't inform the insurance company of all
the facts. So what happens 1f the insurance company doesn't pay enough , or
won't pay out at all? The responsibility goes back again to the members and
the committee so it is sensible for them , as well as insuring, to make sure
that their personal liability is limited.

3) Premises

Something that most groups do at one time or another is to acquire premises.
This may be done in various ways: by taking a lease or licence, or by buying
the premises, or by borrowing them. But however It is done, it will involve
the group in responsibilities-. They will probably have to pay for the premises
in soem way, they will have to apy rates on them, they will have to keep them
in a state of repair so that no-one is injured using the premises.

Also, someone in the group will have to have their name on the lease or licence
or buy it on behalf of the group. There might then be difficulties if those
people leave the group. The group will therefore need some kind of group identit
so that it can acquire premises in its own name , and changes in membership will
not involve any problems with the premises.

The problem of financial responsibility and group identity can be solved by the
group registering in a way that will give it separate legal identity and limited
liability for its members*



4) Employees
•

Many organisations will decide that they need to employ someone to carry
out their alms , and too often they will do this without having any clear
Idea about v>hat this Involves, A voluntary organisation that employs
someone is 1n exactly the same position as an employer who owns a factory
or shop and employs someone . Both the employer and the employee will
have rights and also duties and groups should take proper advice about
these before taking on staff.

Often the funding body, such as the local authority, will give advice,
but it is important to bear 1n mind that the funding tody will be as
concerned to protect its mn Interests as to look after groups, so it 1s
sensible to take advice from someone independent. For example, local
authorities tend to advise groups to give their employees fixed term
contracts it they are in receipt of Inner Cities funding , and to get the
employees to waive their rights to claim unfair dismissal or redundancy.
This 1s not always a good idea as the law about fixed term contracts is
quite complicated and it can cause the group more rpoblems than it confers
advantages. It is much better to take advice and decide exactly what your
group and its employees need , rather than blindly followino the standard
advice given by the funding body. Remember it is the group who is the
employer, not the funding body, not the employer. The group and its
employees are free to negotiate whatever terms of employment they wish
(within legallimits of course).

Funding bodies (and often members of committees) will arcsue that groups
should give fixed term contracts to their employees because otherwise the
group will be liable for redundancy or unfair dismissal compensation when
the-employment ceases. They don't point out that if the funding ends early
then the group could be left with employees frho still have several years
of a contract left to run and want paying for it. Having fixed term
contracts for its employees- does not. give adequate protection for a group
Again, the best protection is to register in a way that gives the members
ofthe group limited liability which will protect the members from any
personal liability for redundancy or unfair dismissal claims.

Legal Protection

Any group that intends to run for a reasonable period and that will incur
an£ Sur\^f llabllity» should consider protecting its members in some way,
and should take advice about the most suitable action to take.

As was said earlier, the best protection for the members and the committee
™ re3\s!er as an organisation that gives limited liability i e the

*2SISiLI H °f the members for any debts 1s 11mited t0 the &™w*- of thestores that they possess or that they have aqreed to pay if the group ts
wound up. The two types of organisation that give this protection are "
companies and industrial and provident societies.

The disadvantages of both these types of organisation are that they cost
money to register and they do involve a certain amount of paperwork , and
S "vo,?e control over the group once the group is registered. 8 at

this is outweighed in a lot of cases by the protection given to the members
tvoe «9f°nUrP;a*ndMhe Cren1eTnuCe °f tavl« a *•«* Wwtlty which boU,Thesetypes of organisation give. This means that leases and ntw i«„ai
2fs cJVbe J" ^e n^ of the organisation not ndldua"members, and legal action can be taken in the arLa'l nlml i,

of who the members are at any particulartime * ' regardless
So, take advice and decide on the ben course of *rM„„ *«
There are pros and cons for everv tvoe IfT*™? Ml°\t"l y0Ur r°up*
might wish to have , and 1s importanfto ike sur/thJT ^l Wmp
chosen the right one for vour orSn *J 1Ji t J that yoy have
existence. * 9 P * ach sta3e of *our roup's


